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I) Landscape Approach and Its Limitations

Optimization in DL is often analyzed via geometry of loss landscape:

Non-strict saddle Good local minimum
( ≈ global minimum)

Poor local minimumStrict saddle

If there are no non-strict saddles and poor local minima, 
then Gradient Descent converges to global minimum

Approach proved GD convergence to global min for shallow (2 layer) nets

Suffers from inherent limitations in treating deep (≥ 3 layer) nets:

I There exist non-strict saddles, e.g. when all weights = 0

I Geometric view ignores empirically determining aspects, e.g. type of init

II) A Way Out: Analyzing Optimizer Trajectories

Different optimization trajectories may lead to qualitatively different results

=⇒ details of algorithm and init should be taken into account!

Trajectory approach proved efficient convergence to global min for GD over shallow nets;
we extend to arbitrarily deep linear neural nets

III) Gradient Descent for Deep Linear Neural Networks

Linear neural net (LNN):

W1 W2 WNx y = WN • • • W2W1 x

W1:N  ̶  end-to-end weight matrix

Training via minimization of `2 loss over whitened data:

minW1,...,WN
1
2 ‖W1:N − Φ‖2

F

(
Φ – instance-label cross-covariance matrix

)
We analyze GD on this non-convex objective

Existing Result (Bartlett et al. 2018)
For linear residual nets (special case where all Wj are square and init to Id), if Φ � 0 or
Φ ≈ Id, GD efficiently converges to global min

↑
Only existing proof of efficient convergence to global min for GD over deep net

IV) Deficiency Margin and δ-Balancedness

Definition
For c > 0, we say that matrix W has deficiency margin c w.r.t. Φ if:

‖W − Φ‖F ≤ σmin(Φ)− c
Definition
For δ ≥ 0, we say that weights W1, . . . ,WN are δ-balanced if:∥∥W>

j+1Wj+1−WjW>
j

∥∥
F
≤ δ ∀j

V) Main Convergence Theorem

Theorem
Assume init such that:

(i) W1:N has deficiency margin c > 0 w.r.t. Φ

(ii) W1, . . . ,WN are δ-balanced with δ ≤ O(c2)

Then, with η ≤ O(c4) GD converges to global min at linear rate:

loss(iteration t) ∝ exp{−η · c2 · t}

On the Assumptions
Assumptions in theorem — (i) def margin and (ii) δ-balance at init:

I Are both necessary (violating any of them may lead convergence to fail)

I With linear residual nets: (ii) holds trivially; (i) relaxes Bartlett et al. 2018
I With standard near-zero init:

I (ii) holds w.h.p. if std is sufficiently small

I For scalar output, (i) holds w.p.≈ 1
2 if std is sufficiently large

Guarantee of efficient (linear rate) convergence to global min!
Most general guarantee to date for GD efficiently training deep net.

VI) Main Theorem Proof Sketch

Key Observation
δ-balance persists throughout GD

Trajectory characterization: W>
j+1Wj+1 ≈WjW>

j ∀j

Implication
All Wj have same singular vals; left singular vecs of Wj = right ones of Wj+1

Lemma
I Dynamics of W1:N = GD with preconditioner over (convex) loss 1

2‖W1:N − Φ‖2
F

I Preconditioner �0 when W1:N has full rank

Corollary
As long as W1:N has full rank, loss decreases until global min

=⇒ global min is reached if at init ‖W1:N−Φ‖2
F < ‖W−Φ‖2

F ∀ singular W

=⇒ main theorem follows from def margin at init

VII) Balanced Initialization

Definition
A balanced initialization of W1, . . . ,WN follows:

I Sample W1:N according to some given distribution

I Assign W1, . . . ,WN such that ∀j : W>
j+1Wj+1 = WjW>

j (always possible)

Theorem
For scalar output and ≥100D input, run GD with:

I Balanced init based on N (0, s) where s ≤ ‖Φ‖F /103

I Learning rate η ≤ O
(
s8
/
‖Φ‖10

F

)
Then, w.p.≥ 1

4 GD converges to global min at linear rate:

loss(iteration t) ∝ exp{−η · ‖Φ‖2
F · t}

Balanced init =⇒ efficient convergence with const prob!

VIII) Experiments

Linear Networks

Regression problem from UCI ML Repository

Theoretically analyzed setting: linear net
∣∣ `2 loss over whitened data

∣∣ GD

Independent Initialization

Init std must be chosen carefully for
convergence in reasonable time

Balanced Initialization

Fast convergence under
wide range of init stds!

Non-Linear Networks

TensorFlow MNIST tutorial

Unanalyzed setting: ReLU net
∣∣ cross-entropy loss

∣∣ SGD

Balanced init can lead to faster
and more stable convergence in

non-linear settings as well!


